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About This Game

Roulette Simulator presents players with the greatest modern Roulette gambling simulation. Experience the highs and the lows
in real-time as you try to beat the roulette wheel during the intensity of each spin!

3D Roulette Simulation

 Themed Roulette Wheels

 Realistic Wheel and Ball Physics.

 Experience Roulette in a 3D Physics-based simulation engine!

 Every spin matters! Every outcome presents intense moments and dramatic possibilities!

 Practice betting strategies to master the roulette wheel and earn great profits!

 Build your bankroll and move up the all-time Steam Leaderboards with every winning bet.

 Earn Roulette Achievements! (Steam Achievements integration)
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Steam Features

 Steam Leaderboards.

 Steam Achievements.
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Title: Roulette Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
JDRumble
Publisher:
JDRumble
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel i3 Processor

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 Series or Later.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

Additional Notes: 60 FPS is the recommended frame rate.

English
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This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665broke me so goddamn hard I cried every night for 4 straight days. Coming from a
person who never cries at anything.

nice soundtrack
10\/10 story
joy mutant designs are really good
you'RE TEarING mE AParT LIsa!!!!!!!!!!

overall 10\/10 would cry again. The price is ok for this pack. It does lack face sets and battlers. I am waiting for the next part to
be added to steam.. Played a few quick rounds, had a lot of fun. Teamplay is key in this game, i really like the 2v2v2 modes.
Quite challanging at the beginning, but with a good teammate helping you out with some extra credits to buy new ships it gets
better every round. Together you can surround your enemies in the narrow pathways and decimate their fleet easily. Beware of
the creatures in the deep sea, they can easily destroy your ships if your not carefule while leaping over the canyon.. Having a lot
of fun with this one so far.

Highly recommended to fans of bullet hells and roguelikes\/roguelites. If you enjoyed Binding of Isaac, Enter the Gundgeon,
Realm of the Mad God (I see you u henez), etc, and want to support a small independant dev on his journey, you should give
this a shot.

About the game:

It's a roguelite bullet hell game. Not dissimilar to Enter the Gundgeon, but with RPG elements.
The game has you working your way up the many floors of a tower, navigating your way up the semi-randomly generated
dungeon. Enemies spawn at an increasing rate as you make your way through the tower, and making contact with one of the
enemies will trigger a battle.

These battles will have you fighting against waves of enemies who fire at you wildly, with different shot pattens and ground
hazards. You'll find they feel a lot like entering a new room in Gundgeon. You aim with the mouse, fire with left click, move
with WASD and do a dash with right click. Unlike in Gundgeon, the roll does not give you any invulnerability - neithern does
taking damage. This can be very punishing, if you get hit by the ground hazards which knock you back slightly you can find
yourself taking massive damage almost instantly. Each few floors features a strong enemy encounter at the end, using the
enemies from the last couple floors.

As for other RPG elements, you collect EXP and money as you complete these battles. Leveling up improves your stats and you
can collect items to power you up throughout your run which you find in chests, or buy them with money at a shop.

You also progressively improve your chances at your later runs as you collect "relic items" as rare chest drops. They give you
some passive effect or stat boost for all of your future runs. Each life earns you EXP for your overall character level, and
leveling this up gives you a different persistent stat boost at each level. Every dozen or so floors you will encounter a major
boss. Defeating these bosses will act as checkpoints, allowing you the option to begin your run from the floor after them. You
will need the persistent stat boosts and passives you unlock along the way if you want to take advantage of these checkpoints
(you will), as you will be behind in items and levels compared starting at an earlier floor.

(Henez this last part is especially for you)
All that said, it isn't perfect. I am mostly a fan of the graphics and sprite design here, but there are some issues. The levels and
bullets and player sprites are good, but the rest is inconsistent. Now I understand that the focus here is the gameplay and not
visual design. I understand that isn't the dev's profession or strong point. Still, some of the enemies are really lazily designed.
Like downright ugly. Like you just drew a random shape and added the color scheme of the other enemies. It's especially
noticable because some of the enemies look so polished and then you will just get this blob with a fang and no shading and it
looks really out of place.
My only MAJOR complaint is again on the visual side - its about your character. The player sprite is just too hard to see. Even
with the flashing backgrounds in battle the player is way too low contrast. In harder stages I am forced to totally focus on the
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player to dodge bullets, meaning I can't look at where I am aiming. I have to stare right at the character as I try to aim these
often spraying weapons, which causes me to lose track of my cursor, and makes it impossible to aim.
This would be fixed by two things, firstly make the player sprite higher contrast against the background or otherwise easier to
see, especially without focusing on it. Second, give us a custom cursor. Something like the old ROTMG cursor. You know what
I mean.. I actually enjoyed this game, it's something different. It's like the Tony Hawk of bullfighting. I just wish there was
blood. Now we need a sequel, Running From The Bulls. With the option to be the bull :D

EDIT: I in no way endorse the harming and subsequent murder of bulls in real life. I do understand it is a large part of history
and culture and vehemently defeneded by certain demographics in parts of Spain. I, personally, am against the unnecessary real
life animal violence, but, that's my opinion and I don't have the cultural and ethnic background of the people who enjoy this
thing, so I can't comdemn them for something they were raised on. I just like to do it virtually because it's (no pun intended) a
completely foreign sport for me.
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No this is not like Amnesia as a few people have said. I have been playing for the last 1.5 hours and i`m enjoying this game so
far. This is not a final review, i just wanted to tell everyone it`s NOT like Amnesia.. Very well done, Simple, turn-based space-
themed strategy game.

Discovered the game from a UI (user interface) design post on Reddit.
https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/UI_Design\/comments\/brwq0k\/thoughts_on_radial_popup_menus\/. This game is one of those
"combo" fighting games I actually enjoy. The characters are unique, the skill requirement is notable, also Fred.

The soundtrack is amazing, I love the dynamic audio given to each character.

Can't also deny that Tara Strong nailed her role as Arizona.

Basically Fighting is Magic but without My Little Pony characters.. THIS DLC IS COOL. Pros: ?
Cons: ??
Summary: I can't review this because it won't run properly. Despite this being a nearly universal problem with seemingly every
customer, there appears to be no care or effort to officially fix this. So, basically, if you want to be defrauded for about $20,
then buy this game collection.
If you have an ancient machine, you don't have anything to worry about.

American Wheel Added + Leaderboards Published:
Some users requested the addition of the American Roulette wheel (with the additional 00 on the wheel). This update has
integrated the option to select between both the European (0 only) and American (0 and 00) wheels.

Additionally, I have added a Leaderboards button on the main menu so users can compare their balance to the global online
leaderboards!

Enjoy!. NOTICE - Performance / Physics:
Some users have reported that when they attempt to spin the roulette wheel, the ball will on occasion, spin forever.

There are a few reasons as to why this could be happening...

Basically, the physics requires frame by frame calculations and some computers (mainly lower end computers with low
memory) can struggle to process these real-time physics, so these calculations are not being resolved in a reasonable time-frame,
and end up causing the ball to spin forever.

I am aware of this issue, and currently looking for a possible way around it.
I do want to remind users to read the system requirements, as I have updated them to better reflect what type of hardware should
be able to run Roulette Simulator's physics calculations without issues.

Part of the reason Roulette Simulator is entirely unique is because we don't use a random number generating system, and rather
use physics entirely to generate a roulette outcome.

This physics issue is happening to an extremely small amount of people, less than one percent, so it is extremely unlikely that
you will face any issues if your computer hardware is relatively up-to-date.

If you have any questions, feel free to post in the discussions community hub and I will get back as soon as possible.

Thank you!. Update - Toggle Music Button Added:
I have added the option to toggle the background music when spinning the Roulette Wheel.

There is now a button in the top right corner of the screen that you can press to toggle the music.

Thanks for playing Roulette Simulator!. Roulette Simulator - ON SALE!:
Roulette Simulator is discounted for the next seven days!. Weekly Sale - October 1st:
Enjoy 75% off of Roulette Simulator for 1 week!. Roulette Simulator - Weekly Sale:
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Roulette Simulator is currently featured in a weekly sale!
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